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(ABSTRACT)
Despite an abundance of studies on the characteristics
of college students described as campus disciplinary
offenders, few studies have attempted to investigate the
reasons why certain students end up as violators of campus
social policies.
The purpose of this study was to construct and test a
causal model of college student disciplinary status.
Containment Theory,

Control Theory,

and Involvement Theory

served as the theoretical foundation of the study. Variables
in the model were operationalized from the College Student
Experiences Questionnaire. Data were collected from a sample
of students classified as campus disciplinary offenders by
the residence life office judicial system of a large
land-grant university and from a sample of non-offenders at
the same institution.
The data were analyzed using path analysis procedures.
Results indicated that there was only partial support for

the linear causal model tested.

Important findings were:

(a) background variables directly affected disciplinary
status, a finding consistent with previous research,

(b)

the

model did not work differently for males and females,
(c) students' satisfaction with their choice of college
directly impacted on disciplinary status,

(d) students'

perceptions of the campus interpersonal environment and
their personal vocational gains indirectly effected
disciplinary status when mediated by the satisfaction with
their college choice.
In general,

person-environment fit was proposed as the

factor having an overall effect on disciplinary status.
It was suggested that further testing of the model should
occur and that a reciprocal causal model,

rather than a

linear model, might yield more information about the
factors influencing disciplinary status for certain college
students.
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CHAPTER ONE

The goal of pre-Civil War higher education was to
develop students' intellectual and moral discipline.

Faculty

alone shouldered this responsibility until the influence of
the German university in the late 1800s focused attention
on research and the intellectual development of students
(Brubacher & Rudy,

1976). Responsibility for monitoring

student behavior and discipline became the basis for the
college student personnel field.
Despite the increased complexity of higher education
and the significant developments in the student personnel
profession over the years,

two factors have remained

constant: student personnel workers are still responsible
for student discipline; and knowledge about the causes of
disciplinary problems at the college level remains limited
and unsystematic.

Background

The majority of research on the causes of
inappropriate student behavior is based upon studies of
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children and adolescent populations (Eve,
1982).

1978; Matsueda,

One theoretical orientation having the potential for

adaptation to the college age population is control theory.
This perspective derives from the Chicago school of
sociology. Control theory postulates that internal or
personal controls and social or environmental controls must
be in place to repress the tendency for delinquent acts to
occur.

Control theory rests on the notion that delinquent

acts are to be expected, given the various societal pressures
on adolescents. Control theory focuses on identifying the
personal and social controls that inhibit such behavior
(Shoemaker,

1984).

Reckless (1956;

1961; 1973) identified controls that

inhibit non-conformist behavior in his theory of containment.
His early research found that positive self-concept restricts
delinquent behaviors in young boys. This gradually evolved
into the theory of containment, which posits that middle
range delinquent acts can be understood by examining the
dynamic relationship between positive internal and external
forces working against the negative forces that push or pull
individuals toward delinquent behavior. Positive
self-concept, goal directedness, and a well-developed
superego act as positve inner containments against
aggressiveness, rebelliousness, and complusions. According
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to Reckless, stable nuclear groups act as positive social
forces against delinquent behavior.
Hirschi (1969) completed an empirical study of 17,500
adolescents from which he built a social control theory.
perspective emphasizes the social bond,

This

that Hirschi defines

as the adhesive that binds individuals to social
institutions. The social bond is comprised of four
components: attachment, commitment, involvement, and belief.
All four are positively related. However, each acts
independently in determining the quality or intensity of the
relationship between an individual and social institutions
(religion, school, family).

Delinquent or inappropriate

behavior is likely to result when an individual does not
value the opinions of significant others (or when they are
absent), when there is no perceived reward for conforming
behavior, or when involvement in conventional activities is
absent.

Jensen (1972) and Hindelang (1973) substantiated the

importance of social bond components in determining behavior
and several causal models have been constructed using this
theory (Cernovich,

1978; Eve,1978; Linden & Hackler,1973).

The utility of this theory, and the causal models
based on it, lies in the apparent relationship to
person-environment fit models that have been popular in
student personnel literature.

Personal variables, such as the
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developmental tasks of students, have been found to impact
significantly upon student outcomes and behaviors when they
interact with environmental characteristics of college
campuses (Astin,

1977; Chickering,

1969; Huebner,

1980).

Coupled with this apparent relationship, is the recent
work of Astin (1984) and Pace (1980; 1984). Astin writes
that what an individual student does with time, and how he
or she behaves, defines involvement.

Involvement implies an

investment of psychological and physical energy in the
college experience. Hirschi's (1969) and Astin's (1984)
definitions of involvement are remarkably similar in that
both encompass the ideas of attachment, commitment, and
belief.
Hirschi's writing implicitly suggests that a quality
component is at work in each of the four parts of the social
bond, that in turn produces the necessary controls.

Pace's

research focuses on measuring the quality of college student
efforts (1979; 1983). He also suggests that the quality of a
student's relationship with the campus environment largely
influences the quality of outcomes for that student. Thus, a
convincing case exists for the construction of a control
theory-based causal model of college student behavior. The
literature related to student offenders offers additional
support for this belief.
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The literature relating specifically to college
student offenders offers only static descriptions of this
group of students (Bazik & Meyering,

1965; LeMay,

1968;

Tisdale & Brown, 1965), and much of the research is dated
(Tracy, Foster,

Perkins, & Hillman,

1979). It appears that

the construction of a model to account for probable causes of
inappropriate behavior in college students should suggest
possible intervention strategies to be used with this group
of students.

Statement of the Problem

Existing research offers little beyond static
demographic characteristics and little on the probable
influences affecting offender status in college students.

Purpose Statement

The purpose of this study was to construct and test a
causal model of college student behavior as it relates to
both the disciplinary offender and the non-offender status.
Specifically, the study focused on identifying the personal
and environmental factors which influence the disciplinary
status of students. Background variables, social control
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variables, and personal control variables were ordered in
the construction of the research model based upon a review
of literature.

Assumptions

This study evolves from assumptions derived from Lewin
(1936),

Pace (1980), Astin (1984), Chickering (1969),

Reckless (1961), and Hirschi (1969).

The quality of student

effort is a powerful concept in studying the impact of
college on students,

that involvement in the campus

environment is quantitative and qualitative,
and effort imply a behavioral component,

that involvement

that what an

individual does and how he or she behaves defines
involvement,

that behavior is a function of the interaction

of the person and characteristics of the environment,
student time and energy are finite,

that

that the choice to

participate in inappropriate or counterproductive activities
determines the amount of time that students can devote to
more positive activities (or vice versa),

that college

students have developmental tasks to resolve that often
influence behavior, and that internal and external controls
are critical factors in predicting delinquent behavior.
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Research Questions

The following research questions guided this study.
The detailed method of answering these questions appears in
Chapter Three.

1) What background, personal, and social variables
directly or indirectly influence the disciplinary
status of students?

2) What background, personal, and social variables
directly or indirectly influence the disciplinary status of
male or female college students?

3) For the offender group, what differences exist
between background, personal, and social variables and the
type of offense committed?

The offenses were categorized into five types: alcohol
and/or drug, human safety, abusive and or disorderly conduct,
theft, and visitation.

Chapter Three includes a detailed

description of the variables and the model.
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Significance of the Study

The need for this study evolved from the lack of
theory- based studies of college student offenders in the
literature and from the desire to identify a model that would
have utility when applied to a college student population.
The study provided a way to test student offender
characteristics that is not solely demographic in nature
that may contribute to the understanding of the problem.

Definition of Terms

Student offenders.

Students found guilty of violating

university regulations within university residence halls.

Static characteristics.

Student characteristics that

distinguish groups of students, such as age,

sex, and year

in college. These characteristics cannot be altered by
interventions.

Dynamic characteristics.

Characteristics that identify

students, or groups of students, and lend themselves to
change efforts or interventions. Examples include place of
residence,

club memberships, and use of campus facilities.

9

Student involvement.

The amount of physical and

psychological energy a student devotes to the higher
education experience. Involvement is what a student does
with his or her time.

Oualitv of student effort.

The amount and intensity of

energy given to campus activities.

Offense categories.

These are the types of rule infractions

students are charged with and they are divided into several
categories: (a) alcohol/drugs refers to violations of campus
or state policies related to those substances;
safety includes weapon, firework,

(b) human

fire equipment, fire alarm,

unauthorized entrance violations, vandalism, and disregard of
fire alarms;

(c) abusive/disorderly conduct includes failure

to comply, physical threats, obscene conduct, failure to
observe, and involvement in a violation;

(d) theft refers to

theft of university or student property within the residence
halls; and,

(e) visitation refers to the failure to comply

with stated visitation hours established for the residence
halls by the residence life office.
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Limitations

This study was conducted at a large,

southeastern land

grant university with an enrollment of 22,000 students.
The sample was drawn from a population of 8,800
students residing in the residence halls during the
1985-1986 academic year.

It included students never involved

in the residence life judicial system and students involved
in and found guilty of policy violations by the residence
life judicial system for the 1985-86 academic year.

It did

not include academic dishonesty cases or policy violations
that occurred outside of the residence halls. Separate
judicial systems were operated to handle those types of
violations. Because another causal model might have been
operating in incidents of academic dishonesty,

those cases

were not included in this attempt to build a causal model of
social violations.
The results obtained from this study are limited in
that variables influencing the likelihood of a student's
becoming an offender on one campus are not necessarily a
definitive statement on the problem for all campuses.

CHAPTER TWO

Review of Related Literature

Six main issues are addressed in this literature review:
interactionism,

person-environment fit,

control theory,

involvement, developmental tasks of college students, and
characteristics of student offenders. The discussion
represents a topic by topic analysis of the literature. Each
section builds upon the previous section to form a foundation
for the connections that are made between topics.

Interactionism

Human behavior cannot be viewed as the sole product of
either personality traits or environmental contexts. The
writings of Lewin (1936) and Murray (1938) were among the
first to propose that the interaction of the person and
environment determine the behavior of individuals. The basic
concept undergirding interactionism is that behavior is a
function of the person interacting with the environment.
Ekehammer (1974) determined that the interactionist
perspective accounts for more explained variance in behavior
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than does either person oriented or environmentally oriented
studies.
The interactionist perspective of behavior was
introduced to illustrate the need to consider both individual
and environmental characteristics when

at~empting

to explain

The foundation of interactionism builds

or predict behavior.

upon several empirical studies.

Endler,

Hunt,

and

Rosens~ein

(1962) determined that the variation in the anxiousness of
individuals over performing a task was attributable to tne
combination of the situation,
individual.

the response mode,

Bishop and Witt (1970)

and the

expanded this study by

focusing upon the interaction of leisure situations and
individual modes of respoase.

Thef determined tnac neither

person nor situation has a great deal of individual influence
on reporced leisure activities of men and women.
interaction of person,

situation,

However,

the

and mode of response

accounts for a majority of the explained variance in
behavior.
Mischel (1973)

challenged the traditional tra.t approach

to personality and suggested that researchers use social
learning variables,

such as encoding

outcome expectations,

and

subje~ti1e

units for scudying individuals.
social learning view of

strdce~ies,

stimulus

stimulus values as basic

He proposed a cognitive

intera~tion

which suggests that a
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person continuously influences the "situations" of his or her
life while at the same time is affe0ted bi them, with the
relationship being a mutual,
(Mischel,

p.

28).

organic,

two way

inte.·~ction

The interaction not onlt represents an

individual's reaction to the

environmen~,

but,

also

represents the individual 1 s cognitive interpretation of the
environment.
Later,

Mischel (1976)

conceptualized that the

environment is either weaK or strong (along a continuum)
influencing individual oehavior.
environments sug3est that

in

Therefore, weaK

indi~idual

1ariab1es account tor

more impact on behavior, while strong environments account

tor more impact on behavior than do individual 1ariab1es in a
given situation.

Person-Environment Fit

To quantify the
accurate!/,

intera~tionist

perspecti1e more

the concept of person-environment fit evol1ed in

the literature.

Person-environment fit suggests that behavior

may be predicted or explained by the degree to which a
person's needs,

attitudes,

with the demands,
environment.

press,

and eApectations are compatable

supports,

Hueoner (1980)

and characteristics of the

hypothesiLed that a good fit
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produces a

positi~e

and pertormance.
delin~uency,

effect on personal growth,

In contrast,

satisfa~tion,

a poor fit leads to stress,

and mental illness.

Researchers have operationalized "goodness of fit" using
several approaches. One difference in approaches is between
the colleution of objective and
person-environment fit.

subjecti~e

data in assessing

Objective measures are directlf

ooservable behaviors, events,

or

physi~al

while subjective measures rely upon

chara~teristics,

perceptions of

indi~idual

the environment. Barker (1968) and Sommer (1969) exemplif/
the objective approach,
Stern (1958),
approach.

and Moos (1973,

and Stern (1970)

Pervin (1968)

1976;

represent the

1979),

Pace and

subjecti~e

suggested that a usefu!

s~rategy

would be to combine the two orientations whenever possible to
gain a more complete picture of the

person-environmen~

interaution.
Holland proposed that person-environment fit could be
defined as a match between personality type and a defined
environment type.

His research (1962,

that people feel more satisfied and

1966; 1973) indiuates

produ~tive

if they are in

an environment populated with liKe personalities.

Tne human

aggregate of the individuals in the environment define the
type of environment that exists.
Pervin,

in a series of studies,

pointed to

person-environment congruence as a function of the match
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between individual self-concept (real and ideal) and the
individual's perception of the environment (1967a,
1968).

1967b,

His studies indicate that the smaller the

discrepancies between self-concept and the perceived
environment the greater the individual's satisfaction with
the environment.
Most studies have focused exclusivel/ on the
student-campus fit and tend to support the interactionist
perspective as it relates to satisfaction and productiv1t1
(Astin,

1968;

1958; Stern,

Clark

&

Trow,

1966; Moos,

1979;

Pace & Stern,

1970). Other studies have taKen the knowled6e of

person-environment fit and applied it to campus proDLems.
Schroeder's (1981,

1977;

1976) earl/ research applied this

Knowledge to solve residence hall problems.

He termed his

deri1ation of the interaction of person and environment as
territoriality and his 6eneral contention was that problems
such as vandalism,

inappropriate behaviors,

excessive noise,

and poor retention in the halls result from students'
inabiLity to control their physical environment to maKe it
responsive to their needs (1981,

p.120).

Allowing students to

manipulate the environment based on perceived needs
many of the cited problems significantl/,
scudies.

redu~ed

according to his
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The studies cited to this point focused upon the
importance of the fit for individual well-being and
satisfaction.

Tracey and Sherry (1984) derived fit scores

from the Uniyersiti Residence Environment Scales (URES)
(Moos & Gerst,

1974)

student distress,

to determine the extent to which college

such as anxiety and health problems,

function of person-environment fit.

They found

is a

that high

discrepancy scores were associated with high distress,

while

low values were associated with well-being.
The range of studies cited

indi~ates

the complexity of

the person-environment interaction in determining
individuals'

behavior.

This may be a

~ef

whether a student becomes an offender,
only one of many factors.

factor in determing

however,

it may be

Control theorf places the role of

person-environment fit into the perspective of a

theory of

delinquent behavior.

Control Theories

Control theories share four basic assumptions:

(a)

individuals must somehow be controlled if delinquent acts are
to be repressed,
is universal,

(c)

(b)

the tendency to commit delinquent acts

che ke/ to explaining delinquent behavior

lies in identfying the missing control factors in
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delinquents;

and,

(d)

a social consensus exists concerning

beliefs and norms associated with social institutions
(ShoemaKer,

1984). Figure 1, adapted from Shoemaker,

to represent the control theory explanation of
Control

theor~sts

interaotors in the

is used

delin~uency.

view personal and social controls as

pro~ess,

with their effects being mediated

by faulty or weakened self-esteem and institutional
involvements.
EricKson,

The work of several researchers (Empey &

1966; Gold,

1966; Nye, Short,

cic

Olson,

1958) has

supported the control theory perspective.

Personal Controls
Psychological control mechanisms have their roots in
psychoanalysis; however,

this emphasis has been replaced in

the last thirty years by a more interactive approach (Empey,
1982).

Reckless (1956)

proposed positive self-concept in

juveniles as the best "insulation" aiainsc
According to RecKless,

delin~uency.

the presence of a socially acceptable

concept of self reflects an internalization of non-delinquent
values and a conformity to the

e~pectations

of significant

others.
Further refinemenc of the relationship between
self-concept and delinquent behavior resulted in the
development of containment theory

(Rec~less,

1961).
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personal (psychological)
control

I

weakened or faulty
socialization or
social experiences

social (institutional)
control

Figure 1.

lowered ego
or self-esteem

I
Delinquency

\

Defective Control Systems

/

lack of attachment
to societal
institutions

I

I
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Containment theory focuses on
(1961)

what Reckless

e~plaining,

called the "middle range" of delinquent behavior and,

what Gibbons (1983) labeled mundane crime.

It excludes deep

psychological or biologicall/ rooted crimes and excludes the
sub-culture of organized crime.
containment as self-control,
strength,

Reckless (1961) defined inner

positive self-concept,

high tolerance of frustration,

responsibility,

and goal direutedness.

ego

sense of

Social containment

includes structural buffers that hold the individual in
check.

RecKless cited effective supervision,

opporcunities for acceptance,

defined limits,

and identity formation as

examples.
Reckless•s work focused on the internal controls either
present or absent in individuals as evidenced in his later
work which focused on inner

pul~s,

pressures,

and layers of containment (Reckless,

1973).

external

pul~s,

The

person-environment interaction literature suggests that an
adequate explanation of behavior must include ooth personal
and social variables. Jensen (1972) and Voss (1969)
substantiate this view and express con0ern that the
containment theory downpla/ed the
socialization process.

impor~ance

of the
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Social Control
Elaborating on the need to represent adequate!/ the
importance of external factors in the explanation of
delinquency,

Hirschi (1969)

proposed that the social bond is

the most important deterrent to delinquent behavior. He
defined the social bond as the total social control
repressing

delin~uent

parts: attachment,

behavior and he divided it into four

commitment,

involvement,

and beliefs.

Attachment refers to the psychological or emotional
relationship between an individual and a group.
attachment,
develops.

From this

a sense of conformitf and appropriate Dehavior
Attachment develops to

paren~s,

peers, or school

with the assumption that the stronger the attachments,
less likely delinquent behavior will develop.

the

Hirschi refers

to attachment as the "sociological counterpart to the
superego" (1969,

p.

20).

Commitment is a rational weighing of the coses of
conforming versus the costs of non-conformity.
that the higher the stakes are to conform,

This suggests

the less likelt

someone will be to engage in non-conformist behavior. Hirschi
noted that ambitions and aspirations,

especially as they

relate to occupational and educational careers,

play an

important role in producing conformity.
Hirschi described involvement as the individual's
engrossment in conventional activities such as work,
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education,

organizations,

and clubs:

"To the extent that he

is engrossed in conventional activities,
think about deviant acts,
(1969 p.

22).

he cannot possiblf

let alone act out his inclinations"

This appears to be a concept generated by Matza

and SJkes (1961) and was reformulated recently by Astin
(1984) for application to college students.
The final component of the theory is beliefs, which
refers to the acceptance of a conventional value system.
Factors that act to weaken conventional beliefs are thought
to increase the probability that someone will commit a
delinquent act.
The empirical research related to tnis theory
generally has supported Hirschi's components as thef relate
to familJ and school. Jensen (1972)
negatively relates to

delin~uent

found

that familJ support

behavior and that such

behavior is related independently to delinquent associates.
Hindelang (1973)

replicated part of Hirschi's stud/,

with the

result offering further support for family and school
attachments and commitments.

Empey and Lubeck (1971),

(1977), Linden and Hackler (1973),
(1979)

established that,

Hepburn

and Phillips and Kelli

in school situations,

a lack of

social controls preceeds delinquent behavior in the causal
process.
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Several researchers have combined social control
theory with strain or structural theories to increase tne
power of their causal explainations of delinquent behavior.
Notable examples include Cernovich (1978),

Eve (1978),

Johnson (1979), Linden and Hackler (1973), Liska and Reed
(1985),

Matsueda (1982),

two exceptions,

and Thompson and Dodaer (1983). With

all reported that causal models comoining

social control theory with another orientation explain a
substantial amount of the variance in delinquent behavior
prediction.

Social control variaoles have the most

explanatory power in predicting the probability of delinquent
behavior.

Exceptions are Matsueda (1982), who found support

for a modified differential association model,

and Liska and

Reed (1985), who proposed a nonrecursive model of
person/institution interaction.

Summary
The strength of control theory lies in its inclusion
of personal and social variables in attempting to predict
delinquent behavior.

The review of person-environment

research illustrates the importance of such a perspective.

An

important consideration is that control theory derives from
empirical research with adolescents and children.

The utility

of using this theory as a basis for constructing a model for
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college student offender status prediction rests upon the
ability to define personal and social control in terms of
both college student characteristics and the college
environment.

The next three sections address those issues.

Involvement

It has been suggested that involvement,
Astin (1984)

and Pace (1980;

as defined by

1984), encompasses the same

elements that comprise the social bond Hirschi (1969)
described.

The following discussion is struwtured to review

the concept of involvement as it relates to college students
and to illustrate the relationship between involvement and
the social bond.
The concept of involvement has similarities to Jung's
(1973) description of psychic energy.

According to Jung,

psychic energy exists only as a concept.

It onl/ becomes

"real" when manifested in specific activities.

Jung referred

to this as a subjective measure of a person's values and
contended that individuals make a statement about their
system of values bf the types of activities or actions in
which they engage.
Jung also sugeested that the principle of equivalence
used to define physical energy is applicable to psychic
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ener6Y despite the consideration that psychic energy is not a
closed system.

Using psychic energy to bring about a

particular situation produces an equal quantity of the same
energy in a different form,

according to Jung.

The

transformation principle suggests the idea that the qualitJ
of student outcomes directly relate to the quantity and
quality of personal effort put into activities designed to
foster positive outcomes.
Astin (1984) defined involvement as the amount of
physical and pyschological energy that students devote to the
academic experience.

A highly involved student is one who

devotes considerable energy to studying,

participating in

student organizations, and interacting with peers or facult/·
An uninvolved student spends little time on campus,
infrequently,
(p.

studies

and has little contact with peers and faculty

297).
This deceptively simple concept is derived from many

types of studies with college students.
(Astin,

1975; Pascarella & Beal,

Retention studies

1982; Pascarella,

Terenzini,

& Wolfle, 1986; Tinto, 1975) indicate that an important
factor in increasing student persistance is strengthened
student ties with the social and academic structures of the
institution.

In effect,

these studies support the idea of

involving students to prevent withdrawals in the same way
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that control theory advocates strengthening the social bond
to prevent delinquent behavior.
Astin (1973) and Chickering (1969;

1974) illustrated

the power of on campus residence in improving retention,
faculty and peer relationships,

and grade point averages.

longitudinal, multicampus projects of Astin (1977),
and Newcomb (1969),

and Jacobs (1957)

involvement.

Feldman

also supported the

positive power of extracurricular activities,
relationships,

The

faculty

and residence hall living upon student

Smaller institutions have a greater impact on

student development and involvement in part because they
prevent redundancy from inhibiting student participation in
all facets of the institution (ChicKering,

1969).

What these studies suggest is that personal and
social connections linking the student to the campus
increases the attachment,

commitment,

involvement,

components of the social bond of the student.
1984) conceptualization centers around the

Pace's (1980;

~uality

involvement or effort in the college experience.
coincides with Hirschi's (1969)

and belief

of student

This

implicit suggestion that for

the components of the social bond to be effective,
exhibit qualitative and quantitative dimensions.

they must

Clearly,

research suggests that student involvement can be used as an
accurate representation of the student's social bond.
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Developmental Tasks

A overview of the psychosocial developmental tasks
that impact upon personal controls of traditional age college
students is offered in this section.
For Erikson(1968),

the developmental crisis to be

resolved by 18 to 22 year olds is the establishment of a
mature,

adult identity.

This complex task has prompted

researchers to attempt various conceptualizations of the task
(D.

Heath,

1968; R.

Heath,

1964; Marcia,

1964). Chickering

(1969) expanded Erikson's concept of identity as it applies
to college students.

His theory suggests that students must

resolve developmental tasks related to managing emotions,
developing competence,

and achieving autonomy before

establishing a stable identity.

He also states that a stable

identity is prerequisite to resolving issues related to
interpersonal relationships,

life purpose, and establishing

integrity.
Students may be dealing simultaneously with a lack of
parental supervision; establishing intellectual,

social,

and

physical competence; controlling strong sexual and aggressive
impulses;

experiencing variations in internal controls;

learning to establish personal priorities (Rodeers,
Sanford (1962)

~rote

and,

1980).

that college freshmen have internal
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control mechanisms in place to inhibit impulsive behavior;
but,

the controls "for the purpose of inhibiting impulse are

still unseasoned and uncertain ... the freshman is an
enthusiastic supporter and imitator of adult ways who knows
what it is to backslide" (p.
instability of students'

260). He also underscored the

self-esteem.

Comfort with

self-concept is often lacking and external sources are often
overused for self definition.

The personal controls of

self-concept and inner containment described by Reckless

(1956i 1961) are clearly in a state of flux for most entering
students and, for some,

they remain that way for an extended

portion of their college careers.

Thus,

personal controls are

often in a vulnerable state for many students and this
condition may increase their susceptabilit/ for eAhibiting
inappropriate behaviors on campus.

Characteristics of Student Offenders

The research on student offenders is briefly reviewed
here and is focused upon the four classifications of the
literature: legal aspects,
procedures,
Recen~

surveys of disciplinary

theory and practice,

and characteristics.

literature emphasizes legal aspects of student

discipline and disciplinary board practices (Ostroth,
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Armstrong,

& Campbell, 1978; Steele, Johnson, & Rickard,

1984). These studies suggest that the preoccupation with
student's legal rights reflect the societal trends toward
increased litigation and students•

assertive challenging of

campus judicial systems.
A majority of the theory and practice of disciplinary
counseling at the college level has foundation in the
writings of Lloyd-Jones and Smith (1938),
Williamson (1955;

Mueller (1958),

1956; 1961), and Wrenn (1949,

1951). Little

evidence exists to suggest that new theories of campus
discipline have been developed in the last twenty years which
incorporate student development research findings.

This

contrasts a recent study which found that campus disciplinary
agents and chief student affairs officers agree that student
disciplinary counseling is a major function of student
development.

The study also found that disciplinary agents

prefer student development concepts over legalistic concerns
in discussing student discipline (Bosage,

1981).

Le May (1968) suggested that counseling techniques and
theories related to college student discipline developed
before an adequate knowledge of student offender
characteristics was established.

The literature relating to

student offender characteristics supports Le May•s
contention.

Contradictory findings and methodological
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inconsistencies hamper ascertaining generalizations about
student offenders.
The research relating to characteristics of student
offenders identifies males,

freshman or sophomores,

with lower grade point averages, fraternity members,

students
and

students who place little emphasis on intellectual goals,
cultural-intellectual hobbies, or recreational activities as
those most likely to be offenders (Bazik & Meyering,
Lenning,

1970; Tisdale & Brown,

Langers tad t-Knudson,

1965;

1965; Williamson, Jorve,

&

19 5 2) .

Studies of personality patterns of student offenders
indicate that offenders hold more emergent values than
non-offenders;

but, other findings are inconsistent or not

significant (Clark,
1967; Le May,

1964; Cummins,

1966; Le May & Murphy,

1968; Osborne, Sanders & Young,

1956).

Janosik, Davis, and Spencer (1985), Janosik, Dunn,
and Spencer (in press), Leslie (1983),

and Tracy,

Foster,

Perkins, and Hillman (1979) have studied the problem most
recently.

The Tracy et al.

study was designed to correct

previous problems such as not separating male and female
offenders in analyses,

not including significant variables

from previous studies which would allow for comparisons
between studies, and not doing longitudinal research on
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offenders. Their study incorporated previously significant
variables such as class, gender,
major,

place of residence,

and established a baseline for generalizing between

offenders and the campus population where the study was
conducted.

The study was not longitudinal nor did it focus on

the problem of recidivism.
Leslie's (1983) study focused on vandalism and is the
only study to use a social-psychological explanation as a
theoretical basis in analyzing the problem.

Collective group

dynamics and a "conventional vandalism" typology were offered
as useful theoretical explanations for college student
destructiveness.
Studies of repeat offender characteristics (Janosik et
al.,

in press)

indicate that repeat offenders differ from

one time offenders along the dimensions of gender, year in
college, and college affiliation.

It was also found that

repeat offenders tended to be involved in more serious
offenses than first time offenders.

CHAPTER THREE

Method

The procedures used in the data collection and analysis
are described in this chapter in the following sequence:
research objectives,
the population,

(b) research method,

(d) sample,

exploratory causal model,
variables,

and,

(c) description of

(e) instrument,

(g) data collection procedure,

(a)

(f) reliability

(h) data analysis,

(i)

(i) modifications to model and

{j) variables.

Research Objectives

The purpose of this research was to construct and test
a causal model of college student behavior as it relates to
disciplinary offender and non-offender status. Specifically,
the study focuses on identifying those personal and
environmental factors operating which influence the
disciplinary status of students. Background variables,

social

control variables, and personal control variables were
ordered in the construction of the model based upon the
review of literature.

The following questions were addressed

by the study:
31
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1) What background,

personal,

and social variables

directly or indirectly influence the disciplinary status of
students?
2) What background,

personal, and social variables

directly or indirectly influence the disciplinary status of
male or female students?

3) For the offender group, what differences exist
between background,

personal, and social variables and the

type of offenses committed by the group?

Research Method

Path analysis was used as the main analysis technique
for analyzing data.
technique include:

The major assumptions underlying this
that the sets of relationships among the

variables are linear;
interval scale; and,
is asymetric.

that they are measured on at least an
that the relationship between variables

Path analysis requires that the causal model be

theoretically based (Van Dalen,

1979).

Control theory served

as the theoretical basis for the model and the variables used
were derived from studies that illustrate relevance to
college student development or to delinquent behavior in
adolescents.

Pedhazer (1973) underscored the importance of a

theory based model:
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"Misapplications are primarily due to the failure to
recognize that the valid use of path analysis is predicated
on a theoretical formulation about the pattern of causation
among variables being studied.

It is theory that generates

the path model; not the other way around" {p. 632).
A path analysis is constructed from a series of multiple
regression equations. From the equations, variations of
scores on the dependent variable are assessed by the direct
and indirect effects of the independent variables.

The

independent variables are classified as endogenous or
exogenous. Exogenous variables are presumed to be sources of
variance that lie outside of the model.

Endogenous variables

are influenced by the prior variables in the model,
turn,

and in

exert influence on subsequent variables in the model.

The final product of a path analysis is an estimate of the
direct,

indirect, and total effects of the exogenous and

endogenous variables upon the dependent variable.
An analysis of variance procedure was used to answer
question three,

because the anticipated multiple categories

of offenses would have prevented the use of path analysis.
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Description of the Population

The population for this study included students found
guilty of commiting university policy violations within the
university residence halls for the 1985-86 academic year.
Approximately 678 students comprised the population. Samples
of female and male offenders were drawn from this population.
Random samples of male and female non-offenders living in the
residence halls during 1985-1986 were included to establish a
basis for comparison with the offender samples. Non-offender
status was defined as students never involved in the
residence life judicial system during their residence in the
halls. Offenders and non-offenders completed the College
Student Exoeriences Questionnaire (CSEQ).

Sample

One thousand seven entries were made into the judicial
system data base during the 1985-86 academic year.

After

eliminating 104 (81M, 23F) not guilty verdicts; 54 students
not currently on the student data base due to graduation,
transfer,

or withdrawal; and attributing 171 multiple entries

into the data base to 134 individuals who were repeat
offenders, 678 students (259F,

419M) comprised the offender
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population.

Fifty-one percent of the total offender

population was sampled.
The sample for this study contained four sub-groups.

The

students in the sub-groups were asked to complete the CSEQ.
The first group included 174 (of 259) female offenders from
the population of 678 offenders.

They were identified from

the residence life judicial system data base by social
security numbers.
and local address.

The 174 were selected because of on campus
The possibility exists that this decision

systematically biased the samples.
A sample of 174 male offenders was selected from the
total of 419 in the population. The males were selected
randomly with the only criterion being that the numbers of on
campus and local off campus current addresses in the sample
equal the on campus/off campus current addresses found in the
female offender group.

This criterion also was used in the

non-offender sample selections. The belief was that on campus
students and students with local addresses would be more
likely to return the instrument;

therefore,

it was an attempt

to maximize responses and return rates.
The third and fourth sub-samples included 174 female
non-offenders randomly selected from the undergraduate
population and residing on campus during the 1985-1986
academic year and 174 male non-offenders from the same
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population.

A terminal digit sorting order program executed

by personnel in the Registrar's office identified students
for these samples by social security number through the
central student file of the university.

Instrument

Pace's College Student Experiences Questionnaire (CSEQ)

(1979; 1983) was used to collect data on the types and
quality of campus involvement exhibited by the sample groups
in this study.
and effort.

The instrument measured two dimensions:

time

Time refers to the frequency with which students

engage in a particular activity while effort refers to the
amount of energy students expend on the activities.
The instrument contains the following sections:
1) Background information--Includes information about
the individual (age,

sex,

in college (major, G.P.A.,

parents education) and their status
part time work);

2) Quality of Effort Scales--Fourteen scales with
seven related to facilities usage and seven related to
opportunities for experiences at the university provides a
systematic inquiry of the campus experiences of students
(Activities in each scale were arranged from those requiring
little effort to those requiring substantial effort. Students
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were also asked to report on how often they engaged in the
activities. For each scale, a quality of effort score was
produced.)

3) Satisfaction with College and Writing and Reading
Activities Information--Includes questions related to the
amount of reading and writing students were required to do
for courses and how well they liked college;
4) Characteristics of the College Environment-Students indication of how much emphasis the university
placed on eight types of activities (eight scales) using a
seven point rating scale (1=weak to 7=strong).

In addition,

students were asked about their relationships with peers,
faculty,

and administrators using the same seven point

rating; and,
5) Estimate of Gains--Twenty one statements about
important objectives of higher education allowing students to
rate their own progress in each area.
from very little(=l)

The responses ranged

to very much(=4) and were an indication

of the relationship between quality of effort and attainment.

Reliability
Revised in 1983,

the questionnaire first appeared in

1979. Work by Pace (1983) and his students indicate that the
test is reliable,

discriminatory,

and valid (Friedlander,
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1980; Porter,

1982). Reliablity estimates for each of the

fourteen effort scales range from .79 to .90. A factor
analysis of all items in each scale determined the coherence
and interrelatedness of the scales. The coefficient of
reproducibility, which determines if a scale meets the
criteria of a scale,

is above .81 for all fourteen scales.

Pace provides a distribution of scores on the quality of
effort scales based upon a N of 10,156 students at 40
colleges over a three year period. In addition, extensive
work has been done on the relationship of the scores on the
quality of effort scales and characteristics of students'
status in college (Friedlander,1980).

Data Collection

All contacts with students in the offender and
non-offender categories were made under the authority of the
university's residence life office. Following identification
of students from judicial records and the random sampling
procedure, student resident advisors distributed a cover
letter informing students of the nature of the study and
asking for their cooperation and a copy of the CSEQ to the
442 on campus offenders and non-offenders.

The resident

advisors collected the completed CSEQs. Students who did not
initially complete the survey were sent a follow up postcard
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one week after the distribution urging their participation.
Approximately three weeks after the postcard,

a second letter

and instrument were sent to the non-respondents.

Student

offenders and non-ofenders now living off campus received the
same materials as students living in the residence halls.
They returned the survey by mail and were sent the same
follow-up mailings.
The collection procedure resulted in 465 surveys being
returned for a response rate of 68 percent. Sub-sample
responses rates were as follows: female offenders 68 percent,
male offenders 57 percent, female non-offenders

79 percent,

and male non-offenders 62 percent.

Data Analysis

As part of the use agreement of the CSEQ, all completed
instruments were sent to National Computer Labs in Iowa
where they were scored and the data put on a computer tape.
The tape was then sent to the Higher Education Research
Institute at U.C.L.A. where the tape format information was
added.
The initial step of the analysis process was to examine
the frequencies for all variables and run reliability and
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and factor analyses to insure the integrity of the data and
the variables being used.
The second phase consisted of using a SPSSX program to
produce the multiple regression analyses.

The dependent

variable was regressed on the independent variables in the
model.

In addition,

all variables were regressed on all the

preceding variables in the model for a total of eleven
equations.

This resulted in means,

standard deviations,

and

correlation matrices being produced for use in the path
analysis.
The path analysis phase was completed by using the
GEMINI program (Wolfle

& Ethington, 1985). By entering the

composition of the model,
and the correlation

the means,

matrice~

the standard deviations,

into the program,

standard

errors of the direct and indirect effects of the independent
variables in the model and path coefficients among the
variables were produced.

Exploratory Causal Model

The model presented in Figure 2 represents the ordering
of the exogenous and endogenous variables based upon their
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hypothesized relationships obtained from the literature. The
model posits that students' disciplinary status is a function
of the exogenous and endogenous variables.

The hypothesized

linear relationships and the specific variables depicted were
selected on the basis of their compatibility with the
theoretical foundation guiding the study.

It was anticipated

that modifications or changes in the exact positioning or
composition of the variables was likely given the exploratory
nature of the study.
An initial examination of the data confirmed the need to
modify or change some of the variables in the proposed model.
Practical considerations such as missing data,

high

intercorrelations, and the results of reliability and factor
analyses guided the refinement of the model. However,

it

should be noted that any changes in the model reflect an
explicit effort to preserve the thinking and theoretical
framework underlying the hypothesized model in Figure 2.

Modifications to the Model and Variables

Figure 3 represents the modified model used in the
actual path analysis.

Important changes included factoring

the Estimate of Gains scores,

the College Environment Scale,

and the Opinions About College Scale into components that
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served as individual variables.

Also,

positioning the

variables derived from the factor analysis of the Estimate of
Gains Scale (see Appendix F) prior to the Opinion About
College component in the causal ordering of variables was an
important change that resulted from rethinking the
relationship between the variables.
The Quality of Effort Scales used to define social
controls also required some changes. Quality of Effort for
Dormitory and Fraternity/Sorority Activities had to be
dropped because of missing data.

The variable labeled QE1

reflects a variable constructed from the Quality of Effort
Scales of Personal Experiences, Student Acquaintances,
Conversation Topics, and Information in Conversations. Other
substitutions reflect an attempt to sharpen or enhance the
fit between the theoretical definitions of attachment,
commitment,

involvement, and belief and the available data.

Background variables were limited to three. Gender,
academic major,

and grades were dropped because they were

inappropriate as exogenous variables or because clear
categories could not be obtained, as in the case of academic
major.
A list of all variables in the modified model follows.
Complete information on the composition and reliability of
the variables appears in Chapter Four.
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Variables

Previous studies have identified several independent or
predictor variables as contributing to college student
outcomes or as contributing to the understanding of
delinquent behavior in adolescents.

The specification of

personal controls (self-esteem, goal directedness) and social
controls (attachment,

commitment,

involvement, and belief)

were proposed as scores on the scales, or combinations of
scores, of the CSEQ to give realistic estimates of those
controls with a college population.

Exogenous Variables
The exogenous variables included: parents• education
level (coded 1=no college,

2=one parent graduated,

3= both

parents graduated from college), educational aspirations
(coded 1=yes, want to pursue advanced degree 2=no,
and year in college (coded 1=freshman, 2=sophomore,

do not),
3=junior,

4:senior) and are from the Background Information section of
the CSEQ. These variables have been used as background or
exogenous in studies dealing with the effects of college on
students (Pascarella,
1986).

1985; Pascarella,

Terenzini,

& Wolfle,
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Endogenous Social Control Variables
The four categories of social control variables
included:

attachment,

commitment,

involvement, and belief.

Each category was operationalized by appropriate scale scores
or composite scale scores from the CSEQ.

Attachment was

specified as the combination of Personal Experiences,
of Conversation,

Topics

Information in Conversations and Student

Acquaintances Scales (QE 1). Each item was coded 4=very often
to 1=never and the scale score ranges were from 10 to 40 for
each scale. Time spent on school related activities (coded
5=50 or more hours, 4=about 40,

3=about 30, 2=about 20,

1=less than 20) and the Quality of Effort Scale- Writing
Experiences (items coded 4=very often to 1=never,
range 10 to 40)

scale score

comprised the measure of commitment.

Involvement was defined by the scales of Quality of EffortClubs and Organizations and Quality of Effort-Student Union
(items coded 4=very often to 1=never, scale score range 10 to
40).

The College Environment Scale served as the

operationalization of belief and was factored (see Appendix
F) into two variables representing the interpersonal
environment and the academic environment on campus (items
coded 7=strong emphasis to 1=weak emphasis).
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Endogenous Personal Control Variables
The personal control variables of self-esteem and goal
directedness (Reckless 1956; 1961) were defined by the scores
on the Opinions About College Scale and the Estimate of Gains
Scale.

A subsequent reliability analysis revealed that one

item of the Opinion About College Scale was the dominant
measure of the factor and,
analysis (!START,

therefore, was used in the path

coded 4=yes, definitely would begin college

here again; 3=probably, yes; 2=probably,

no;

1=no, definitely

would not). Estimate of Gains Scale was factored (Appendix F)
with personal development and vocational development (items
coded 4=very much to l=very little)

being used in the model

to complete the definition of personal controls.

Dependent Variables
Research question one specified that the dependent
variable in the model was offender status (coded O=offender,
1=nonoffender).

To answer research question two,

status remained as the dependent variable;

but,

offender

the model was

tested using gender as an interactor with the other variables
in the model (coded 1=males, 2=females).

An analysis of

variance was specified to answer research question three
using mean scores on CSEQ scales as

dependent variables.

Chapter Four contains the information on how each
variable was defined and the reliability.

CHAPTER FOUR

Results of the Study

The initial data analysis task was to compute several of
the variables in the model as stated in Chapter Three.

This

was necessary in that six of the variables in the model
were composites or factors from several of the CSEQ scales.

A

factor analysis of the thirteen Quality of Effort Scales used
showed that four of the scales represented a measure of
students'
campus.

personal experiences and social interactions on

These scales (QEPRSEX, QEACQU, QETOPICS, QEINFO) were

then added together to become QE1,

the variable representing

the theoretical attachment of the student to others in the
campus environment.
Students'

All factor analyses are in Appendix F.

perceptions of the campus environment factored

into people oriented and academic oriented beliefs and both
were used as measures of Hirschi's (1969)

concept of beliefs

in the model (PEOPLE and ACADEMIC).
The personal control variables of DEVGAINS and VOCGAINS
were derived from a factor analysis of the twenty one gain
scores contained in the Estimate of Gains Scale and represent
students' estimates of their personal gains in understanding
themselves and others and their vocationally oriented gains.
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A reliability estimate of the three item Opinions About
College Scale revealed that one item (!START) from the scale
was the most reliable estimate of the students' feelings
about college and was used as a second measure of personal
control.
A summary of the variables in the model,

their

composition, and the reliability estimates are presented in
Table 1.

Characteristics of the Sample

Of the 465 students responding to the instrument,
ninety-eight percent (98%) were twenty-two years of age or
younger,

forty-five percent (45%) were males and fifty-five

percent (55%) were females.
they were sophomores,

Sixty percent (60%) indicated

twenty-five percent (25%)

juniors, and

twelve percent (12%) were seniors. One percent (1%)

indicated

that they were academically defined as still being freshmen.
A majority (71%) continued to live in the residence halls
with the remainder (29%) living in off campus housing.
Fifty-five percent (55%) of the students reported that
their average college grades were B minus or lower while
forty-five percent (45%) listed their grades in the B or
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TABLE 1
Reliability of CSEO Variables and CSEO Composite Variables
in Model
Independent Variable
1.

QE1 (QEPRSEX

2.

QEWRITE

. 9013

3.

QEUNION

.8477

4.

QECLUB

.8874

5.

PEOPLE (CEADMIN

6.

ACADEMIC (CEANALY

+

7.

DEVGAINS (GNETH

+

GNPERS

8.

VOCGAINS (GNVOC

+

GNCAREER

9.

!START

LEGEND:
QE1
QEPRSEX
QEACQU
QETOPICS
QEINFO
QEWRITE
QEUNION
QECLUB
PEOPLE
CEADMIN
CEFAC
CEACT
ACADEMIC
CEANALY
CEINTEL
DEVGAINS
GNETH
GNPERS
GNPEOP
GNCULT
GNDIFF
VOCGAINS
GNVOC
GNCAREER
GNPSS
!START

+

QEACQU

Alpha

+

+

CEFAC

QETOPICS

QEINFO)

+

.1102

CEACT)

+

. 6 170

CEINTEL)
+

.5934

GNPEOP
+

+

GNCULT

GNPSS)

: QUALITY OF PERSONAL & SOCIAL EFFORT
: QE-PERSONAL EXPERIENCES
: QE-STUDENT ACQUANTANCES
= QE-CONVERSATION TOPICS
= QE-INFORMATION IN CONVERSATIONS
= QE-WRITING EXPERIENCES
= QE-STUDENT UNION
= QE CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
: PEOPLE ENVIRONMENT
: RELATIONSHIP W/ADMIN.
: RELATIONSHIP W/FACULTY
= RELATIONSHIP W/STUDENTS
= ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT
= EMPHASIS ON ANALYTICAL
= EMPHASIS ON SCHOLARSHIP
= PERSONAL & SOCIAL GAINS
: ETHICAL DEVELOPMENT
= UNDERSTANDING SELF
: UNDERSTANDING OTHERS
: UNDERSTANDING OTHER CULTURES
: DIFFERENT FIELDS OF KNOWLEDGE
VOCATIONAL GAINS
= VOCATIONAL TRAINING
= CAREER DEVELOPMENT
: BACKGROUND IN PROFESSIONAL FIELD
: WOULD YOU ATTEND THE SAME COLLEGE?

+

GNDIFF)

• 7651
. 7130
. 6 145
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above range.

The students' majors were fairly evenly

distributed across the CSEQ categories.

Engineering majors

accounted for twenty-four percent (24%) of all reported
majors.
Full time students comprised ninety-nine percent (99%)
of the sample.

Seventy-four percent (74%)

of the students

responded that their parents were paying more than half or
all of their college expenses and sixty-nine percent (69%)
replied that they were not employed during the school year.
Sixteen percent (16%) indicated that they worked ten hours or
less per week during the school year.
Information related to parents education level revealed
that thirty-one percent (31%) had not attended college,
thirty-eight percent (38%)
graduated from college,

reported that both parents had

and thirty-one percent (31%) reported

that one parent had attended college.

Fifty-six percent (56%)

of the students indicated a desire to pursue an advanced
degree while forty-four percent (44%) said they were not
interested in graduate school.
These results indicated that the sample was generally
representative of traditional college students in that the
majority of the sample was younger than twenty-two,
not work at outside jobs,

they did

they received most of their

financial support from parents,

and they lived on campus.
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It also suggested that the sample was representative of the
types of students usually involved in campus disciplinary
situations (Bazik and Meyering,

1965).

Table 2 contains the means and standard deviations for
the variables in the model and Table 3 provides the
intercorrelations of the variables. Four hundred twenty (420)
valid cases were used to produce the results.
The mean scores for the background variables are
reflective of the general characteristics of the sample as
already discussed.

The high mean and standard deviation of

QE1 is a result of the composite nature of the variable.

Time

spent on school activities indicates that the students in the
sample exhibited a moderately high level of involvement with
academic and social activities. The similarity of the Quality
of Effort Scale scores for writing,
clubs (21.96,
students'

the student union,

and

18.27, and 19.82 respectively) suggest that the

time was distributed across a variety of activities

with academically oriented activities receiving slightly more
emphasis.
Caution should be exercised when examining the means for
QE1,

PEOPLE,

ACADEMIC, DEVGAINS,

and VOCGAINS.

The composite

nature of the variables make comparisons of the means
inappropriate.
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TABLE 2
Means and Standard Deyiations for Samole (N=420)

hc1iill2h

Mun

Standard

12n1iilt1gn

Le1u:n!:I

1.

PARGRAD

2.074

.824

Did parents graduate from college?

2.

ADV DEG

1.440

.497

Desire advanced degree

3.

CLASS

2.514

• 746

Year in college

4.

QE1

88.821

15.322

5.

TIMESCHL

3.548

.960

6.

QEW RITE

21.962

6.933

Quality of effort

7.

QEUNION

18.267

5.345

Quality of effort

8.

QECLUB

19. 819

6.515

Quality or effort

9.

PEOPLE

14.081

3. 14 8

People environment

10.

ACADEMIC

10. 738

1. 97 8

Academic environment

11.

DEVGAINS

13.895

2. 933

Personal and social development gains

12.

VOCG AINS

8.221

2.061

Vocational development gains

13.

I START

3.288

.806

Would attend the same college?

14.

OFFEND

.526

.500

Disciplinary status

Quality of personal and social effort
Time spent on school related activities
writing experiences

-

student union
clubs and organizations

• 010

-

ADVOEG

CLASS

QE1

.065
.040
.070
. 023

-

QEUNION

QECLUB

PEOPLE

ACADEMIC

DEVGAINS
.018
.069
. 083

VOCGAINS

IS TART

OFFEND
-

.044

QEWRITE

.001

. 033

TIHESCHL

. 066

• 042

1. 000

PARGRAD

PARGRAD

. 009

.008

. 152

. 16 6

. 151

. 14 2

.215

. 001

- .009
.194

.064
.025

.129

. 012

.071

. 144

• 128

. 050

.036

. 014

1. 000

. 001

. 042

. 145

-

-

-

-

-

.kL.ASS

. 112

- .011

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1. 000

- .010

ADVDGE

Correlation M~tc1x (QC Sam~l~ (H=~ZOl

TABLE 3

-

-

-

-

. 064

.085

.237

.502

. 14 9

. 176

.365

.094

-

. 058

. 010

.010

. 15 4

.048

.055

• 155

.220

1. 000

.129

.401

• 050

. 151

.034
-

-

-

.044

OEWRITE

. 157

. 009

.098

. 027

• 033

.025

. 129

. 401
.361

1. 000

. 014

.036

• 142

.014

-

-

. 033

TIHESCHL

1. 000

.014

.215

. 066

.Q..E..1

-

.078

.064

. 119

. 216

.039

. 11 2

.564

1. 000

.220

.025

.361

.128

. 166

.065

OEUNION

+:-

\.}"\

(Continued)

.297
.255

.365
. 033
.155
. 564
1. 000
. 14 3
.076
.259
. 168
.130
. 037

QEl

TIHESCHL

QEWRITE

QEUNION

QECLUB

PEOPLE

ACADEMIC

DEVGAINS

VOCGAINS

!START

OFFEND

. 154

.048

.020

. 012

.008

.033

.224

. 14 2

.233

. 180

1. 000

.224

1. 000

.249

.344

.235

. 14 2

.249

1.000

• 154

.344

.130

.064

- .010

.010

.085

- .009

.064

.069

IS TART

. 233

.255

. 168

. 119

• 034

. 157

.237

• 146

- . 112

. 018

VOCG AINS

.235

.154

1. 000

. 333

. 297

. 333

1. 000

• 259

.076

.216

- . 009

.098

.039

.502

. 129

- . 011

- . 001

.149

. 012

- . 009

- .023

DEVGAINS

.143

. 11 2

.055

. 027

.176

- .071

. 144

CLASS

.070
.008

.040

ACADEHI..C

(M=~20l

PEOPLE

Sam~le

- . 152

ADVOEG

PARGRAD

OE CLUB

Cgccelat1gn Matcix !gc

TABLE 3

1.000

.180

. 033

.020

.012

.008

.037

.078

- . 058

.094

- . 064

• 194

.025

- . 083

OFFEND

\..n
\J\
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Path Model Results

Research question one required that the model be tested
with disciplinary status as the dependent variable.

The

results of this analysis are shown in Figure 4. Direct and
indirect paths relative to the dependent variable were
tested.

The results indicated that parents'

(PARGRAD), year in college (CLASS),

and

education level

opinion about

starting at the same college (!START) had significant direct
effects on disciplinary status. Of the three variables,

the

students• assessment of whether they would enroll in the same
college if they had the opportunity to start their college
careers over, was the strongest influence on disciplinary
status. Year in college and parents' education level were,
repectively,

the next best indicators.

The year in college

indicated that underclassmen were more likely to end up as
offenders than were upperclassmen.

Parents' education level

had a negative relationship to offender status which
indicated that students with college educated parents were
less likely to end up as offenders. Both were background
variables.
The paths from the relationships with faculty,
administrators,

and other students on campus (PEOPLE) and

from the estimates of individual vocational gains (VOCGAIN)
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- .IOI

QE1
TIHESCHL
QEWRITE
QEUNION
QECLUB

PARGRAD

ADV DEG
CLASS

~

,_v_o_c_G_A_r_N__,

.175

Figure 4.

Results of Path Hodel of College Student Disciplinary Status
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represent the two significant indirect effects relative to
disciplinary status. As the model indicates,

both variables

were mediated through the significant direct effect of the
students' opinion of starting college at the same
institution. The path originating with the percptions of the
interpersonal environment

was the stronger influence of the

two indirect effects. The students'

perceptions of their

vocational development mediated the effects of the people
environment coefficient.

Tables 4 and 5 represent the

matrices of direct and indirect effects of interest for the
path model.

Appendix D contains the matrix of total effects.

The path model was able to account for 10.24 percent of the
variance in disciplinary status (df=13; p

< .05).

Research question two required that the path model be
tested using gender as an interactor with the independent
variables in the model.
of 11.69 percent.

1

The result of this procedure was a R

AF-Test of the change in Riwas calculated

using the R1 (10.24) obtained from the path model and the RL
(11.69) obtained from including gender as an interactor
variable. No significant difference (p

< .05) was found

indicating that the the model works similarly for males and
females.
Research question three specified the use of an analysis
of variance procedure.

This analysis was not completed

.009
( .002)

. 110
( .0115)

.258
.066)

(

.090
( • 011)

-. 0111
(-.002)

-.023
(-.006)

-. 027
(-.004)

-.028
(-.002)

. 1088
.010)

ACADEMIC

PEOPLE

QBCLUB

-.059
(-.245)
. 026
.066)

.089
. 1114)

. 0118
.047)

(

(

.009
.009)

- 0101
(-.062)

ADV DEG

a
b

R~

. 1024
. 1671
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PARGRAD
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. 148
.409)

-.024
(-.026)

. 175
. 117)
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(

. 486
.093)

03223

.0075

-.023
(-.055)

(

.024
( .086)

0011
.030)

-.009
(-.035)

(

lClDl!HIC

.092
0541)
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( . 568)

(
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( . 027)

-.001
( .000)

-.099
(-.003)

QEl

. 090
.0468)
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(

(-.002)
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.282)

TIHBSCHL

QEWRITB

(

-.038
(-.016)

-.011
(-.006)

. 0118
( .040)

-.on

-.021
(-.008)

(

-.085
(-.025)

(

(

.055
.025)

.010
0015)

.049
. 016)

(

.212
( . 198)

.131
.137)

DBVGllll.S

.182
( • 119)

(

_VOCGllll.S

-.0111
(-.005)

QEUNION

(

-.028

. 026 3
.005)

DEYO AINS

VOCOAINS

• 1211
( • 0115)

. 203 a
( . 126) b

1.SUBT

c-.oo7l

!START

OFFEllD

Matrix oC D1coct ECCogts Coe Path Modal

TABLE II.

0 146
1028)
- 0 152
(-1. 99)

(

OEC!.UB

0 131
.940)
- 0 165
(-1011)

(

OEUHIOH

- 0 151
(-2 0 10)

-.048
(-.448)

0El!IBIT!!

- 0 141
(-. 27 3)

.037
( .048)

TIHESCHL

- 0 216
(-6.66)

-. 017
(-. 354)
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.045
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. 034
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( . 352)
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.0460
.0486
.0269
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.052)
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PEOPLE
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TABLE 5
Matrix of Indirect Effects for Path Model

OFFEND

I

START

VO CG AINS

DEVGAINS

VOCGAINS

.025 a•
.006)b

DEVGAINS

.002
.000)

ACADEMIC

.022
.006)

.016
• 007)

PEOPLE

.058 ••
.009)

.024
.006)

QECLUB

. 020
• 001)

.007
.000)

QEUNION

-.003
(-.000)

-.003
(-.001)

QEWRITE

-.009
(-.000)

-.011
( - . 00 1)

.009
.005)

. 016
. 014)

.000)

. 013

.029
.002)

CLASS

.017
• 011)

. 018
.020)

- . 001
(-. 003)

- . 0 15
(-.058)

ADV DEG

.016
. 016)

-.024
(-.040)

-.052
(-.217)

-. 102
(-. 604)

PARGRAD

• 027
. 016)

. 021
( .020)

-.003
(-. 006)

-. 020
(-.070)

TIMESCHL
QEl

a
b
•

Standardized coefficients
Unstandardized coefficients
p < • 05
•• p < .01
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because the homogeneous nature of the violations precluded
its use.

A large percentage (44.75%) of the offenses were

visitation violations with the remaining violations scattered
across categories.
Approximately ten percent (10%) of the variance in the
dependent variable, disciplinary status, was explained by the
path model.

The path coefficients of the three significant

direct effects and the two significant indirect effects
accounted for fifty-six percent (56%) of this explained
variance.
Chapter Five includes a discussion of the results and
recommendations for further research.

CHAPTER FIVE

Discussion, Summary, and Recommendations

The focus of this study was to construct and test a
causal model of college student disciplinary status.
construction of the model,

In the

the selection of the variables was

driven by student involvement and control theory concepts.
The inclusion of variables in the model was limited by the
use of the College Student Exoeriences Questionnaire (CSEQ)
as the sole source of information on the sample.

Discussion of the Results

Year in college as a direct influence on disciplinary
status was an expected finding.

It was consistently

significant in other studies of student offenders (Bazik &
Meyering,

1965; Cummins,

1966; Lenning,

1970; Janosik, Davis

& Spencer, 1985). This suggests that the maturity level and
the developmental status of student offenders may be the
underlying reason for the variable's continued significance
over the years.

As students resolve issues related to

managing emotions, developing competencies, and establishing
a stable identity,

they are more likely to be able to
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understand and respect limits on behavior imposed by the
campus community.
The other background variable that proved significant
was parent's education level.

Its direct relationship to the

dependent variable was negative.

This indicated that non-

offenders were more likely to have a parent or parents with a
college degree than were offenders. One reason for this
finding may be that college educated parents are in a better
position to transmit the behavior expectations of campus
living than are parents who did not complete college. This
anticipatory socialization may act as a social control for
the non-offender group.
Person-environment fit appears the best explanation for
the significant effect of the students' assessment of
starting at the same college again.

Interactionism posits

that behavior may be explained or predicted by the degree to
which a person's needs and expectations are compatible with
the characteristics of the environment.

A good fit produces a

positive effect on personal growth while a poor fit leads to
stress and delinquency (Huebner,

1980).

Students who had positive feelings about the
institution, in general, were less likely to be offenders.
This finding was also important in that the effects of
students'

perceptions of the campus interpersonal environment
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and their estimates of personal vocational gains on offender
status were mediated by their satisfaction with the
institution.
The indication from this study is that students who
perceive a sense of helpfulness,

encouragement, support,

and

openness on the part of other students or faculty and
administrators and feel that they are making progress in
acquiring career skills and knowledge have a more positive
outlook about the institution which,

in turn,

decreases their

chances of becoming offenders.
This suggests that the person-environment fit and
student involvement have the potential to be targets for
proactive interventions aimed at reducing student discipline
problems.
Goal-directedness, opportunities for acceptance by peers
and significant others,

positive self-concept, and an

acceptance of a conventional value system were cited by
Reckless (1961) and Hirschi (1969) as comprising some of the
personal and social controls that inhibit delinquent
behavior.

The preliminary indications from this study suggest

that these concepts do have relevance to the disciplinary
status of traditional college students.
An interesting result of the study was that the model
did not work differently for males and females.

Two
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explanations are possible for this finding.

One is that the

nature of the offenses in the sample were not gender specific
(i.e.,

commonly associated with males or females).

The large

number of visitation violations in the sample tend to support
this explanation because visitation violations are not gender
specific.
The second explanation may lie in the convergence of
male and female behavior patterns in residence balls. Spencer
(1981) noted that more aggressive behavior on the part of
female students may be related to "learning" the behavior
from males as a result of women competing and interacting on
an equal level with males, which was not the case on many
campuses (or in society) in the past.

Positive gains for

women may be complimented by some less desirable
outcomes.
Despite the small percentage of the explained variance
in the dependent variable or the few variables that had
significant effects on offender status,

the results merit

attention when the study is placed in the proper context.

The

model was recursive; meaning that only linear relationships
between variables relative to the dependent variable were
examined. Second,

the causal model was exploratory in nature,

not a retest of an existing model of college student offender
status.
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~

It should be remembered that R is a measure of the
goodness of fit of a linear model.
R~of 0)

As such,

a small R~(or an

does not mean that the variables in the model are

inappropriate or that there is no association between them.
It does indicate that the relationship between the variables
is weak and not necessarily linear (Norusis,
Explaining human behavior is a complex,

1983).
inexact task

that may not lend itself to strictly linear models. However,
without some research on the temporal ordering of variables
relative to disciplinary status, more complex models
hypothesizing reciprocal relationships between variables are
difficult to estimate. Studies by Hepburn (1977) and Phillips

& Kelly (1979) contrasted with a study by Liska & Reed (1985)
illustrate this point.

The Hepburn and Phillips and Kelly

studies focused on identifying social control variables that
inhibited delinquent behavior using linear models. Liska and
Reed proposed that a reciprocal model might be a more
appropriate way to look at the relationships between the
variables because they assumed that delinquency is as likely
to affect social control variables as social control
variables are to affect delinquency.
Most studies of student offenders have centered on
identifying demographic,

or static,

characteristics of

offenders. With the exception of Leslie (1983),

all have been
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atheoretical.

Therefore,

the model tested in this study was

an attempt to expand this research to include thinking about
causal relationships between variables as they relate to
offender status and to begin to lay the groundwork for
developing more sophisticated models.

The results appear more

interesting viewed from this perspective.

Summary

The exploratory nature of this study prevents any
definitive conclusions; however,

it has identified several

avenues for further thought and research on the subject of
student offenders.
Person-environment fit variables were found to impact
upon disciplinary status.

Although small in magnitude,

these

relationships suggest that the campus interpersonal
environment, estimates of personal vocational gains,

and the

students' overall opinion about the institution are other
ways to look at the origins of student discipline problems.
This finding represents a departure from studies that focused
only on identifying static demographic characteristics of
these students.
Year in college remained a demographic characteristic
that influenced offender status.

Parent's education level,
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another exogenous variable,

also influenced offender status

and was not included in previous studies. The influence of
these variables indicates that background or demographic
information may be the most consistent or available
information on offender status readily accessible to
practitioners.

It may also suggest that certain students are

predisposed to become offenders no matter what their campus
experiences. The types of offenses in the sample
and the convergence of male and female behavior on campus
were offered as two possible explanations for the model not
working differently for males and females.
A summary of the findings as they relate to the research
questions posed in Chapter One are:
parents' education level,

(a) year in college,

the interpersonal environment of

the campus, students• assessment of their vocational gains,
and students•

satisfaction with their college choice were the

background, social,

and personal variables having direct or

indirect effects upon disciplinary status;

(b)

the effects of

these variables on disciplinary status were found to be the
same for males and females;

and,

(c)

the homogeneity of

violations in the sample precluded additional comparisons.
The utility of these findings revolves around personenvironment fit as previously mentioned.

The results parallel

the reported findings of other researchers on the potency
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of the student/campus fit (Astin,

1968; Astin,

1975; Huebner,

1980) and suggest that disciplinary status can be added to
the list of factors affected by the student/campus fit.
practitioners,

For

the implications are that programs that foster

positive interpersonal relationships on campus,

that help

students feel like they are making progress toward their
career goals,

and that help develop positive student

perceptions about the institution can positively influence
the disciplinary status of students. Making faculty and staff
aware of this type of information may put an abstract concept
like person-environment fit into more concrete terms for them
and give them new ways to think about the impact of their
relationships with students and the institution's role in
providing quality student services programs for students.

Recommendations

Research related to student offenders should be extended
in three areas.

The causal model developed for this study

needs to be tested in a different institutional setting.
ideal test would be at a small college to see if the
generalizations about person-environment fit and offender
status can be extended to campuses with very different
milieus from the campus where this study was conducted.

An
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Person-environment fit tends to be more critical at
institutions with limited social and academic environments,
therefore,

a small college setting would provided an

interesting test of the model.
The second recommendation is to maintain the involvement
and control theory orientation of the model but to respecify
the ordering of the variables.

For example,

it may make more

sense to have the people and academic environment (belief)
variables placed between the attachment,

commitment, and

involvement variables and the estimates of personal gains
variables in the causal process.

The development of a

conventional belief system in the college environment may
actually occur after attachment,

commitment, and involvement

has taken place rather than at the same time. Only further
thought and research about the process will tell· The third
recommendation is to explore the role of gender in offender
status more thoroughly.
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November S, 1986

Dear Virginia Tech Student:
The attached questionnaire is designed to collect information abnul your
experiences at Virginia Tech. This study is being conducted as part of a
doctoral dissertation in conjunction with the Office of !lousing and Residence
Life. The results will be used to assist in the design of pro~rarn interventions
for specific student populations and will give residence life personnel a more
comprehensive understanding of undergraduate life at Tech.
We are particularly interested in your responses because you were an oncampus residenl during the 1985-86 academic year. Initially, the queslionnaire
may appear lengthy; however, you will find thal 30 minutes will be more than
enough time to complete it. You will also find it lo be an excellent inventory
of your involvement at Virginia Tech which may be helpful in or~anizing your
thoughts as you prepare for interviews or writing your resume.
We would appreciate your completing and rctur~ing Lhe questionnaire by
November 21, 1986 to your Resident Advisor or in the enclosed slamped envelope
(as appropriate). Your responses will be kept confidenlial. The other phases
of this project depend upon the return of compleled questionnaires, so your
cooperation is important. Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,

,

.
......
Edward F. D. Spencer
Dire~tc1r of lln11sing,ancl Residence Life
Nancy E/ Van Kuren
Doctoral Candidate
College of Education
/rmr
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APPENDIX B. Reminder Postcard

Nnvember 13 1 1986
Last week a questionRire ~eekinp information
about your ex~eriences at VA Tech was mailed or
distributed to you. Your name was drawn from a
5ample of students who had or currently are
living in the University's residence halls.
If you have already completed and returned it,
~hank you.
If not, please do so today. Because
the questionaire was sent to a representative
~ample,
i t is extremely important that yours be
included in the study if the results are to
accurately reflect student experiences at Tech.
If by chance you did not receive a questionaire
~~ it was misplaced, please call
or
andA~~he1 will be sent to you tpday.
• S i..n.D!erF! 1 y, _

\.

~

I

Nancy ~. Van Kuren
Doctoral Candidate

Edward F.O. Spencer
Director of Housing
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APPENDIX C. Follow-up Letter

DIVISION OF STI.!DENT AFFAIRS

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY
Blucluburg. Virvntu
OFFICE OF HOUSING AND RESIDENCE LIFE 109 EGGLESTON HALL c70lo 961-62().1

December 2, 1986

Dear Virginia Tech Student:
About four weeks ago we wrote to you seeking information about
your experiences at Virginia Tech. As of today we have not yet
received your completed questionnaire.
We are writing to you again because the questionnaire was sent
to a small, representative sample of Tech students. It is very
important that your responses be included in the study if the results
are to accurately reflect student experiences at Virginia Tech.
In the event that your original questionnaire has been misplaced,
a replacement is enclosed. Please complete and return it by
December 19, 1986. On campus students please return the completed
questionnaire to your R.A. or to the Housing Office (109 E. Eggleston).
Off campus students please use the enclosed stamped envelope.
Your cooperation is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,

Edward F. D. Sp~cer
Director of Housing and
Residence Li,fe
Nancy fj. Van Kuren
Doctoral Candidate
College of Education
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APPENDIX D. Matrix of Total Effects

Table A
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APPENDIX E. Instrument
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The main purpose of this inquiry is to learn more about how students spend their
time - in course v.?rk. in the library, in contacts with faculty, in extracurricular
activities. in various social and cultural actP1ities. and in using other facilities and
opportunities that exist in the college setting.
The information obtained from you and from other students at many different colleges
and universities will provide new insight to administrators. faculty members, and
others who provide the resour~ and shape the programs that are meant to be of
benefit for student learning and development within the college experience.
At first glance you may think it will take a long time to fill out this questionnaire. but
you will find that it can be answered quite easily, that you can do 1t in less than an
hour and perhaps Ol'ly 30 to 45 minutes. You will find. too. when you have finished it,
that your answers provide a kind of self-portrait of what you have been giving and
getting in your college experience.
The ultimate benefits in this or any other survey depend on the thoughtful responses
and willing participation from those who are asked to help. Your willingness to
participate is important and very much appreciated.
We do not ask you to write your name anywhere in this questionnaire; but we do need
to know where the reports come from, and that is wny each questionnaire has a
number on the back page-certain blocks of numbers tell us that those questionnaires
have come from your college.
And, as you will see on the next page, we need to know a few things about you and
where you come from. so that we can learn how act1v11tes might be related to age.
sex, year in college, major field, whether one lives on the campus. whether one has a
job, etc.
The questionnaire responses will be read by an electronic scanning device. The
machine can only read messages given to it with a soft. black lead pencil. Please be
careful in marking your responses. Erase cleanly any response you wish to change.

This questionnaire is distributed by the Higher Education Research
Institute at UCLA. 405 Hilgard Avenue. Los Angeles. CA 90024. It is
intended for use by any college or university that wishes to have an
inventory of the campus experiences of its students.
c Copyright 1983 by C. Robert Pace
Second Edition
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION
DIRECTIONS: Indicate your response by tilling in the appropna•c space under each queshon.
Age

0
0
0

Which of the following comes closest to describing
your ma1or held of study {or your expected major)?

22 or vounger
23-27
28 or alder

G
C,
G

male
female

0

0

Are you single or married?

0

0

single
married

Whal is your classilicalion In college?

0
0
0

0

0

freshman
sophomore
1un1or
senior
graduate student

Old you enter college here or did you transfer here
from another college?

0
O

0

ZOOIOQy eic 1

physical education anc recreation
Engineering
Health related fields 1nurs1ng. p~ys1ca1 theraoy. healt~
technology. etc I

C

Human1t1es lhterature. 1anguages history. philosophy.
religion. etc 1

C

Physical Sciences 1phys1cs. cnem1srry mathematics.
astronomy. earth science. etc

0

Social Sciences 1econom1cs. poht1ca1 science.
psychology. soc101ogy. etc 1

0

Other: What'

C

Undecided

t

Did either of your parents graduate lrom college?

c,...

entered here
translerred from another college

v

G

Have you at any time while attending this college
lived in a college dormitory, fraternity or sorority
house, or other college housing?

0

8101oa:cJI ~-::1e:icr~ 1010109_1. b1'JC'"'li>m'J!"",- botany.

C e .. siness
0 Compute• Science
0 Educa11on (including

Sex

0
0

AgnsL.lturn
Ans 1Jrt. rn.:~;c. rn-:-a:cr. etc ,

no
yes hOt'"" parer.~.,,
yes ~a~rer o~! :·
yes. motner O~I/

When, or ii, you graduate lrom college. oo you expect
to enroll for a more advanced degree?

yes

C

no

v

yes
no

Where do you now live during the school year?

C
0
0

dormitory or other college housing
fraternity or sorority house
private aoartment or room within walking
distance of the college

0
0

house. apartment. etc. away from the campus
with my parents or relatives

Are you going to school full-time or part-time?
v

fu!l-tirne

(.; oa""t-timt•

During the time school is in session. about how many
hours a wee~ do you usually 91( md on activities that are
related to your school work? This includes time spent
in class and hme spent s1udy1ng.

At this college, up to now. what have most of your
grades been?

,__, a:>ou!

~~) ~O;Jrs

0

\._.. about

~o

0
0
0

c

A
A-. BB
B-.CC. C-. or lav.er

aoo ... :

a weeK

"'Ou'"S a wee\..

3::: nc ... ·~ a wee-<

aoc- .. : 2:J ncurs a wee•:

-2-

c~

r"T'lOre
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Durtng the time tchool la In ...aion. 1bout h - m1ny
hours • week do you u1u1lly spend working on 1 job?

0
0
0
0

0
0

none. I am not employed during the school year.
about 10 hours or less
about 15 hours
about 20 hours
about 30 hours
more than 30 hours

Whit la your racial or ethnic identification?

O
O
O

0
0

White. Caucasian
Black
Hispanic. Mexican-American. Puerto Rican
Oriental or Asian
Other· What?l

H - are you classified In the United States?

0
0
0

About how much of your college expenaea thla yeer
ere provided by your p1rent1 or famlly?

0
0

0
0

all or nearly all
more than hall
less than hall
none or very little

C1t1zen of the United States
Immigrant (permanent resident)
Non-1mm1grant
If you are not a c1t1zen of the United States.
in what country are you a c1t1zen? t

COLLEGE ACTIVITIES
DIRECTIONS: In your experience at thla college durtng the current achool year, about how often have you done e1ch of the
foll-ing? lndlc:lte your reaponae by fllllng In one of the •PICH to the left of each statement .

!

.

1

~iS:

Experiences with Faculty

library Expertencea

~00~

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000

0000
0000

Used the library as a quiet place to read or
study materials you brought with you.
Used the card catalogue to find what materials
there were on some topic.
Asked the librarian for help 1n finding material
on some topic.

0000
0000

Talked with a faculty member.
Asked your instructor for inlormat1on related
to a course you were taking (graoes. make-up
work. assignments. etc.1

0000

V1s1ted informally and briefly with an instructor
after class.

0000

Read something 1n the reserve book room or
reference section.

COCO

Used indexes (such as the Reader's Guide to
Periodical Literature) to 1ourna1 articles.

0000

Developed a btbltography or set of references
for use 1n a term paper or other report.

0000

Found some interesting material to read 1ust
by browsing 1n the stacks.

0000

Ran down leads. looked for further references
that were cited in things you read.
Used spec1a1tzed b1b1tograph1es (such as Chemical
Abstracts. Psychological Abstracts. etc.).
Gone back to read a baste reference or document
that otner authors had often referred to.

-3-

OOCO
0000

Made an appointment to meet with a faculty
member 1n h1s1her offtce
Discussed ideas for a term paper or other class
pro1ect with a faculty member
Discussed your career plans and amb1t1ons with
a faculty member
Aske<l your instructor for comments and
crit1c1sms about your work.
Had coffee. cokes. or snacks with a faculty
member
Worked with a faculty member on a research
pro1ect
Discussed personal probtems or concerns with
a faculty member

87

DIRECTIONS: In your experience at thla college during the current school year. about how often hHe you done Hch of the
following? Indicate your rHponH by fllllng In one or ihe •peen lo the lell ol each 1talement.

c

!

...
;

~i5~
: 0 c!l ~

0000
0000
0000
0000
OOOQ

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

CourH LHrnlng

Student Union

0000

Took detailed notes 1n class.
Listened attentively in class meetings.
Underlined major points in the readings.
Tried to see how different facts and ideas lit
together.

0000
0000

Thought about practical applications of the
material.

0000

Worked on a paper or pro1ect where you had
to integrate ideas from various sources.

0000

Summarized ma1or points and information
in your readings or notes.

0000

Tried to explain the material to another
student or friend.

0000

Made outlines from class notes or readings.
Did add1t1onal readings on topics that were
introduced and discussed in class.

0000
0000
0000

c.

Had meals. snacks, etc. at the student union
or student center.
Looked at the bulletin board tor notices about
campus events.
Met your friends at the student union or
student center.
Sat around in the union or center talking with
other students about your classes and other
college act1v1t1es.
Used the lounge(s) to relax or study by
yourself.
Seen a film or other event at the student
union or center.
Attended a social event in the student union
or center
Heard a speaker at the student union or center.
Played games that were available 1n the student
union or center (ping-pong. cards. pool.
pin ball. etc.).
Used the lounge(s) or meeting rooms to meet
with a group of students for a d1scuss1on.

~

i0 ~ i!
H~:1

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

Art, Mu1lc, ThHter
Talked about art (pa1nt1ng. sculprure.
architecture. artists. etc.) with other students
at the college.

!

.I!'

!

.- .

~iSi
"'

Gone to an art gallery or art exh1b1t on the
campus.

Athlellc and Aecrealion FaclllllH

>OOZ

0000
0000

Read or discussed the opinions of art critics.
Participated in some art activity (painting.
pottery, weaving. drawing. etc.).

0000

Talked about music (classical. popular.
mus1c1ans. etc.) with other students at the
college.

0000

Attended a concert or other music event at
the college.

0000

Read or discussed the opinions of music cnt1cs.
Part1c1pated in some music act1v1ty (orchestra.
chorus, etc.)

0000
0000

Talked about the theater (plays. musicals.
dance, etc.) with other students at the college.

0000

Seen a play. ballet. or other theater performance
at the college.

OOCO

0000 Read or discussed the op1n1ons of drama cnt1cs.
0000. Part1c1pated 1n or worked on some theatncal

production (acted. danced. worked on scenery.
etc.)

-4-

0000

Set goals for your performance 1n some skill.
Followed a regular schedule of exercise, or
practice in some sport. on campus.
Used outdoor recreational spaces for casual
and informal 1nd1v1dual athletic activ1ues.
Used outdoor recreational spaces for casual
and informal group sports
Used lac1l1hes 1n the gym for 1ndiv1dual
act1v1t1es (exercise. sw1mm1ng, etc.).
Used facilities 1n the gym lor playing sports
that require more than one person.
Sought instruction to improve your performance
1n some athletic act1V1ty.
Played on an intramural team.
Kept a chart or record of your progress 1n
some skill or athletic act1v1ty.
Played 1n any varsity sport or athletic event.
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DIRECTIONS: In your experience et Ihle college during the current ec:hool yHr, •bout how often h••• you done Heh of
the lollowlng? Indicate your response by tilling in one of th• epecee to lhe left of each statement.

j

0 c

~

:!!

i

t

f8~!

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

c

!

7i

Clubs and Organizations

~
0

0000
0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

c

c:

S' ;!

~

-

g!

Personal Experiences

>00Z

Looked in the student newspaper for notices
about campus events and student organizations.
Attended a program or event put on by a
student group.

0000
0000
0000

Read or asked about a club, organization. or
student government activity.

0000

Attended a meeting of a club, organization. or
student government group.
Voted in a student election.
Discussed policies and issues related to campus
act1v1toes and student government.
Worked 1n some student organization or
special pro1ect (publications, student
government, social event, etc.).

0000
0000
0000

Discussed reasons for the success or lack of
success of student club meetings, activities,
or events.

0000

Worked on a committee.
Met with a faculty adviser or administrator to
discuss the act1v1toes of a student organization.

~

5i
:: 0 0 :!
~;

,,.;;

c

•

0000
0000

~

ii

Experience in Writing

!
!•·

0000

Consciously and systematically thought about
grammar, sentence structure, paragraphs,
word choice, and sequence of ideas or points
as you were writing.
Wrote a rough draft of a paper or essay and
then revised 11 yourself before handing it in.

0000
0000
0000

Spent at least live hours or more writing a
paper (not counting time spent in reading
or at the library).

0000
0000

Asked other people to read something you
wrote to see 11 11 was clear to them.

OOCO

Referred to a book or manual about style of
writing, grammar. etc.
Revised a paper or composition two or more
times before you were satisfied with 11.

0000

Asked an instructor for advice and help to
improve your writing.
Made an appointment to talk with an instructor
who had criticized a paper you had written.
Submitted for publication an article, story, or
other compos1t1on you had written.

COCO

0000

-s-

Discussed with other students why some groups
get along smoothly, and other groups don't.
Sought out a friend to nelp you with a personal
problem.
Elected a course that dealt with understanding
personal and social behavior.
Identified with a character 1n a book or movie
and wondered what you might have done
under similar circumstances.
Read articles or books about personal
ad1ustment and personality development.
Taken a test to measure your ab1l1t1es. interests.
or attitudes
Asked a friend to tell you wnat he1she really
thought about you.
Been 1n a group wnere each person. including
yourself. talked about his. her personal problems.
Talked with a counselor or other specialist about
problems of a personal nature.

~

!oH

Used a dictionary or thesaurus to look up the
proper meaning of words.

Told a friend why you reacted to another
person the way you did.

Sluc!ent Acquaintancee
Made friends with students whose academic
ma1or hela was very Cl1fferent from yours.
Made friends with stuaents whose interests
were very different from yours.
Made friends with students whose family
background (economic and social) was very
different from yours.
Made friends with students whose age was
very different from yours
Made friends with students whose race was
different from yours
Made friends with students from another
country.
Had serious discussions with students whose
philosophy of Ille or personal values were
very different from yours.
Had serious discussions with students whose
religious beliefs were very different from
yours.
Had serious discussions with students whose
political op1n1ons were very different from
yours.
Had serious d1scuss1ons with students from
a country different from yours.
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DIRECTIONS: In your e•!>"rience at this college during
the current schoo1 year. about how often have you doM

eac-h- Ct 1ne-1011owinQ·'
~

~

~

~f ~ :

~cience.'Technology

C :=- ._:. (1

~: ';..~~onzf'~ ,,.... .. mutas. dehmt1ons. technical terms

~ 00

=

CCC..._

DIRECTIONS: II you are now living 1n a dormitory or
lraternitytsoronly, about how often have you done each
ol the tollowrng in that residence unrt during the current
school year? Indicate your response by-f1iilriginone ol
the spacesto the lett or each statement. II you do not
live in a campus residence. omit these items.

Tr1Pd !O express a set of rrlat1onsh1ps in

Dormitory or Fraternity/Sorority

mathem.:!t1ca1 terms

cc;:,0

1 <'Stra your understanding al same sc1ent1f1c
:ir1ncq:,1e hy seeing 1f you could explain 11
to another student

CC~::. He.10 1rt1Clt~S tnot assigned) about sc1ent1f1c
tneor1~s or concepts

OOCC,

OOOC'
OCOC
CCCC·

0000
CCCC·

COCO

CC 20

COC0

Pr:1ct1cej to improve your skill in using some
laboratory equipment

COCO

Snowed a classmate how to use a piece of
sc1entlf1c equipment

OOCO

.>.ttemoted to explain an experimental
orocedure to a classmate

CCCG

"-Vent :o an exh1b1t or demonstration of some
new sc1ent1f1c dev1c~

0000

Worked on a paper or pro1ect where you used
J corr. outer

CCC8

Us~J a comouter to assist in course learning
11anguage skrlls. math skills. etc).

CCCC

v•ro:e a program to analy.<:e data on a computer.
S=~gr.: out-of-class instruction 1n ways to
·1se computers.

CCC::C.

Had lively conversations about various topics
during dinner •n the dining room or cafeteria
Gone out with other students for late night
snacks
Offered to help another student 1w1th course
work. errands. favors. advrce. etc ) who
needed some assistance
Partrc1pated rn bull sessions that lasted late
into the night
Asked olhers for assistance 1n somelhing you
were dorng
Borrowed things 1clothes. records. posters.
books. etc ) from others in the residence unit.
Attended social events put on by the residence
unit.

Studied with other students 1n the residence unit
Helped plan or organize an evenl in the
residence unit
Worked on some com,...,un1ty service or fJnd
raising pro1ect w1tn other students 1n the
residence unit

CONVERSATIONS
DIRECTIONS: In conversations with other students at
this college curing lhe current school year. about how
often have yeutalKedabout eachOTihe-tOllowing?

In these conversations with other students. about how
often have you done each ol the lollowing?

Toprcs ol Conversation

_.._.
-.-

__
-- -,,

-

- r ·-..-

-.....)\,,... '-

CC..:C

CC,,::.

CC2_:;

OC :o

oc.:_:: _:,

:::C: ~

...::-o pros:.iP::ts money careers
~~ov1es

al""l:::I poouiar mu5iC

Scc1a1 events.

:::i.: -=~

oart1e:~

Bovfne-r.ds. g•rlf'lends
Currf?'1t ever.~~ 1n tne news.
M?.Or soc:al oroo1ems sucn as peace. human
rights. equa11tv 1ust1ce

CCCC
CC::::C

D•ffprer.t life styles and customs.

t".1·'C't.

svmo.,onv e!c

t"eorics. experiments. methods

issues related to science
:i()1oqy su:n as energy. pollution.
er, ....... 1,:~.s r.·:ne!ti: :.... military use

::: ..:.: 01 ,-,-;:; i:~:i·:al
0

::

Exolored different wavs of tr1nK1ng aoout the
topic
Referred to somethrng a professor said about
the topic
SubseQuently reaa someth1nq tna! was related
to the topic
-.

._ ._.,._ _.. Persuaded others to chan:;le t"'eir minds as a
result of the knowledge or arguments you
cited

~ ."~IP<.t2f3 a.,d otr.f.:r tec~nolog1es

e

in

Knowledge or arguments orese.,tea ov others

- cainting. tneatnca1 productions.

S:·~r: · -

Referred to knowledge you nad acourred
your reaoing

oc;:,·~ Changed your opinion as a reSL: of the

T'e 1oe.,s arc: views of other peoole such as
wr:!~· 3 OF"'1 osoor.~rs. h1stonans.

CC:: ;: .. -ea~·.
C ::.:_ .:_
CC,: :

Information in Conversations

._,,.,

-6-
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READING/WRITING

OPINIONS ABOUT COLLEGE

During the current school year. about how many books
have you read? Foll on one space in each column.

How well do you like college?
I am eritnus1ast1c about 1t
I l 1"'~ 11

Textbooks or assigned books

I am mori:- or less neutral about rt

INon-ass•gned books

I d0n·t

-. -,I

._

'~

r!

, nonf"

"- ..,_1

tewPr thar

......., )

betwee'"?:: and ~O

: 0

Ill(;~

betw£'e~

5

io and

11 you could start over again, would you go lo
lhe same college you are now allending?
Yes def1n1tcly
P'obaoly yes
_. Probao1y no
No. def1n1tely

bJ

:; _) more t~3r. ZJ

During the current school year, about how many written
repons have you mad"? Fill on one space in each column.
Essay exams m your courses
i Term papers or other wrillen reports

Whal is your opinion about the following statement:
"1f students expect lo benefit from what this college
or university has lo offer, they have lo take the
initiative."

:i

_ ,_,) ncne

'.: Strongly agree
Agree
_ Disagree

fev.er thar. 5

between 5 and 10
_ -.J betwee~ t J and 2C
·~ _, more tnan 20

;::, Strongly disagree

THE COLLEGE ENVIRONMENT
Colleoes differ from one another In lhe extent to which they emphasize or stress various aspects of students' development.
Thmkin!J ol your own experience al this college, to what extent do you feel that each of the following is emphasized? The
resoonses are numbered from 7 lo 1. with the highest and lowest points described. Fill in the space of whichever number
uest indicates your 1mpresS1on on this seven-point rating seal~.

Emonas1s Dn tne develooment of academic
scho 1ar •y and ,.,te1.ectua1 Ql...ia11t1es

Strong emphasis

Weak emphasis

.:

so,, the cevcioorT"e~t ot estnetic
expressive. ano creat:1.e cua!1:1es

Em~ha~

Weak emphasis

Strong emphasis

Er;.onas1s on oe1rig cru1ca1.
evaluative. and ana1y11ca:

Strong emphasis

~

'-

~·

Weak emphasis

Emp"'!as•.., ')n the oevelopmen: of vocat1or.a1
ar-::1

Strong emphasis

occuoat1cna 1 coriioeter;;::·

·..:.·

·~

ErnrihJs1s ori tne

Weak emphasis

c~rso.,a1 ~elevance

anJ !""ract1cal va1ues or 110..Jr course::

Weak emphasis

Strong emphasis

- 7-
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The next three ratings refer to relationships among people at the college. Again,
would you rate these relationships on the seven-point scales?
Relationship with other students.
student groups, and actovotoes

Friendly, Supportive, ()
Sense of belonging

©

App1oachable, Helpful,
Understanding, Encouraging

O

©

Helpful, Considerate,
Flexible

C

©

0

~

lhin~ing

:'.) Competitive, Uninvolved,
Sense of alienation

0

Relationships woth faculty memoers

©

0

©

©

G

v

Relatoonshops with adminostratove
personnel and ottoces

©

0

of your own experience, how

Remote, Discouraging,
Unsympathetic

,.,., Rigid, Impersonal,
._, Bound by regulations

3

ESTIMATE OF GAINS
DIRECTIONS: In thinking over your experiences In college up lo now, to what extent do you feel you have gained or made
progreH In Hc:-t of th• following '"peels? Indicate your l'ftponH by lllllng In one of the spaces to the left of each statement.

~ i!i

.!

E :

!

> 0

UJ

ii

nn·>

0000

0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000

0000

Vocational traonong - acquiring knowledge and
skills apo11cao1e to a specific job or type of work.

0000
0000

Acquorong background and specoalizatoon tor
further education on some professional,
scoentofic. or scholarly field.

0000

Gaining a broad general education about
different foelds of knowledge.

OOCO

Gaining a range of information that may be
relevant to a career.

COCO

Developing an understanding and enjoyment
of art, music. and drama.
Broadening your acquaintance and enjoyment
of literature

OCCO
OOCO

Writing clearly and effectively.
Acquiring famoliaroty with the use of computers.
Becoming aware of different philosophies,
cultures, and ways of life.

COCO

0000

Developing your own values and ethical
standards.

Understanding other people and the ability to
get along woth different kinds of people.
Ab1hty to function as a tea:n member.
Developing good health habits and physical
fitness.
Understanding the nature of science and
experomentatoon.
Understanding new scoentofic and technical
developments
Becoming aware of the consequences (benefits/
hazards/dangers, values) of new applications
in science and technology.
Ability to thonk analytically and logically.
Quantotatove thinking - understanding
probabolotoes. proportions. etc.
Ability to put odeas together. to see relationships.
simolaritoes. and differences between ideas.
Ability to learn on your own. pursue ideas, and
find ontormatoon you need.

Understanding yourself - your abilities,
interests, and personality.

Since the electronic scanning device can only read pencil
marks, plH•• 1111 In the grid corre1pondlng to the number
printed above It. This number tells ua the name of your
college and that you are one of the student• from that
college.

Thank you for your participation In this survey.
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'°N
.74200
.65898
.25156
.77651
.69959

QEPRSEX

QEACQU

QESCITEC

QETOPICS

QEINFO

QELIB
QEFAC
QECOURSE
QEUNION
QEAHT
QEREC
QECLUB

=Library
=Faculty
:Course Work
=Student Union
=Art, Music, Theater
=Recreation
=Clubs and Organizations

.35479

QEWRITE

LEGEND:

.03851

.24012

QECLUB

.22454

.27876

.82761

. 02933

-.23705

. 1026 1

.03887

=Writing Experiences
=Personal Experiences
=Student Acquaintances
=Science and Technology
=Topics of Conversation
=Information in Conversations

.28680

.16441

QEWRITE
QEPRSEX
QEACQU
QESCITEC
QETOPICS
QEINFO

.15055

.04668

. 29108

. 13619

-.03263

-.00887

-.01422

.16073

.19706

.73361

• 7 96 7 8

.60697

.11647

.29781

- . 03750

QEREC

'z:J

.02502

.38089

.32396

.34670

QEAHT

H

.14491

. 83382

. 18037

• 11365

QEUNION

z

......

c

CD

("t'

......

:::i:t
CD
CD

CD
CD
CD

'<:

Ill

>
::s

("t'

..,0

(.)

'z:J
Ill

><

t:1

tz:I

Otj

.16934

-.09440

.56583

QECOURSE

.39100

>
Otj

-.07252

. 3016 3

.66022

.17211

QEFAC

.30163

.15196

.73084

.02411

FACTOR 4

Sg1la~

FACTOR 3

!2r Qu1l1tI Q! E!!2rt

QELIB

8~§~lt§

FACTOR 2

AnilI§1§

FACTOR 1

82titl~ ~IQtQr

TABLE A
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TABLE B

Bar.a.ted

h~tac

4oa.luia (QC r.be Callen Eolicaomeor. Item a
FACTOR 1

FACTOR 2

CEADHIN

.79668

CEFAC

.75957

CEA CT

.54789

.23629

CEPRAC

.50157

.41984

CEANALY

.82284

CE INTEL

. 7 27 95

CECREA

.40703

.51902

CEVOC

.33755

.49409

Note: Values below .20000 were suppressed
LEGEND:
CEADMIN
CEFAC
CE ACT
CEPRAC
CEANALY
CEINTEL
CECREA
CEVOC

=Relationship with Administration
=Relationship with Faculty
=Relationships with Student and Activities
=Relevance of Coursework
=Emphasis on Being Analytical
=Emphasis on Scbolarl/ Activities
=Emphasis on Creative Qualities
=Emphasis on Developing Vo~ational Competence

~-~~~~~~~

.22907

.223011

.22095

.26575

-.20282
.116311

.32270

.767011
.111100
.611Ull
.59601
.57760

.3082

.36281

.86128
. 827911
. 7 9127
.112656

FACTOR 2

Note: Values below .20000 were suppressed
LEGEND:
ONETH
=l!th1oal Standards
ONCOHP
ONPERS =Understanding Self
ON IDEAS
ONPEOP =Understanding Others
GNVOC
ONCULT •Understanding Other Cultures
ONCARl!l!R
ONHAZARD•Ha~ards or Teuhnolog/
ONAHD
GNSIHDIF=Similarities and Dirrerenues
0 NTEAH
ONLIT
=L1teraiure
0 NII RIT

~~-

ONl!TH
ONPl!RS
GNPl!OP
GNCULT
GNDIFF
GNSCITl!C
ONSCil!X
GNHAZARD
GNANALY
ONSIHDIF
ONAQUANT
GNCOHP
ON IDEAS
ONVOC
GNCARl!l!R
GNPSS
GNL IT
ONllRIT
ONAHD
QNFIT
GNTEAH

FACTOR 1

•Team Hember
•Writing

=Art, Music,

Drama

.83302
, 7 35 30
. 6 T8110

.33657
.22620

FACTOR 5

.78237
. 72375

.208115

. 3260 3
. 37177

FACTOR 6

=Diff. Field~ or Knowled&e
•Professional Fie1d
GNSCITEC•Scien~e and Teoh.
GNSCIEX •Nature of Scien~e
GNANALY •An~lyt1cal Tb1nK1ng
GNAQUANT-Quantitati•e Tb1n~1ng
ONFIT
•Physical Fitues~

ONDIFF
ONPSS

.68919

.12011

.78098

.23196
. 33685

FACTOR II

=Use or CompuLers
•Pursuing Own Ideas
=Vocational Training
.oCareer

.22028

. 335111

.23073
. 2211911
.22581
. 710115
.68339
.67681
.50058
. "9237

.232611

FACTOR 3

Bgtatod faator Agalta!a Boaulta tor tbo Battwato oC Oaina Items

TABLI! C

'°-'='
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TABLE D
Factor Analysis for Opinions About College Scale
FACTOR 1
ILIKECOL

.75910

!START

.82576

IO PIN IT

.64011

LEGEND:
ILIKECOL

=Row Well Do You Like College?

!START

=Would You Go To The Same College?

IOPINIT

=Agreement About Benefits From College
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